
OUR IRONER WAXES

EURO-HT-WAX-FLAKES

The recipe of this premium wax contains highly 
effective raw materials such as carnauba prime-
yellow and bee wax of the highest quality, 
supplemented by antistatic additives and allows 
extremely long trough dwell times without bur-ning 
or crusting. EURO-HT-FLAKES is designed for high-
performance multi-roller ironer up to 210 ° C 
chests- tem-perature. The large flakes ensure slow 
melting, so that the rear units of multi-rollers get 
enough wax in the chests.

Dartritt:  large flakes

Pack sizes: 

Bag á 25 kg:       Art. 082060

Bucket á 7,5 kg: Art. 082055  

EURO-HT-WAX-PRILLS

The best carnauba and beeswax are the main 
ingredients of this premium ironer-wax. With the 
lowest dosage, it allows extremely long trough 
dwell times at temperatures of up to 210 ° C 
without burning or crusting and also has an 
antistatic effect. The small pearls are used for 
quick melting. EURO-HT-PRILLS can therefore be 
used univer-sally, on single-roller table linen or 
multi-roller high-per-formance ironers. 

Dartritt: small pearls

Pack sizes:

Bag á 25 kg:     Art. 082052

Bucket á 10 kg: Art. 082051

Can á 900 g:     Art. 082050 

IRONER WAX TYPE C 2

This wax consists of selected plant-based natural 
products, which are melted and filtered several 
times during manufacture, thereby achieving a 
particularly high degree of purity. The small flakes 
allow optimal distribution and adhesion in the 
waxing cloth and melt quickly and evenly. The 
ironer-wax type C 2 is suitable for table linen ironer 
and machines up to the middle performance seg-
ment and trough temperatures up to a maximum of 
185 °C

Dartritt: small flakes

Pack sizes:

Bag á 25 kg:      Art. 084041

Bucket á 8,5 kg: Art. 084055

Can á 800 g:      Art. 084045  

KARA-WAX

Vegetable, powdery ironing wax with antistatic 
additive for the lower performance segment and 
temperatures up to a maximum of 175 ° C

Dartritt: very small flakes (powdery)

Pack sizes:

Bucket á 10 kg: Art. 084022

Can á 900 g:     Art. 084009

HIGH-POWER-WAX-PLUS

This premium wax was developed for flexible chest ironers, 
but can also be used for ironers with conventional steel 
chests and for high temperatures up to 250 ° C. High-
Power-Wax-Plus consists of highly effective raw best-
quality-materials. It allows long trough dwell times with-
out burning or crusting, and has an antistatic and clea-
ning effect. 

Dartritt : small flakes

Pack sizes:

Carton á 20 kg:   Art. 083112

Bucket á 8,5 kg:  Art. 083220

Can á 800 g:       Art. 083225
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